Expected to push a button and be guided to next step.

Missed quick-keys -- 1:, 2:, 3:

Not all choices are regularly useful. Rearrange order.

Clear that user is in graph application.

OVERALL: The interface is clearer when menu items are separated in this layout. Would really like to see the physical interface get smaller as a result.

Calls the command line the “home screen”

OVERALL: Layout provides context and efficiency.

Very excited about syntax. Thinks there should be a mode setting to turn the feature on & off.

Hide graphs

Zoom

Trace

Tabbing was intuitive

Seeing graphs or lists in combinations is a good teaching and learning tool

Efficient to have editable fields.

[f function syntax ( , , ) = 3 arguments or app description]

[f function syntax appears here]: ( , , ) = 3 arguments
Make type distinctive.
Reorder icons according to usefulness.
Provide quick key for menus.

- Function syntax appears here: ( , , ) = 3 arguments
- [function syntax appears here] ( , , ) = 3 arguments

- Hide Graph
- Zoom
- Trace

1: $Y = x + 3$
2: $Y = 2x(3y + 5)$
3: $Y = \text{test}$

- Make type distinctive.
- Eliminate tabbing to screen section by use function keys.